Is it possible to predict the clinical course of gallstone disease? Usefulness of gallbladder motility evaluation in a clinical setting.
A knowledge of the predictive factors of the development and persistence of symptoms in gallstone patients (GS) plays a key role in clinical decision making. The aim of this study was to evaluate the presence of predictive factors for biliary pain development in GS, stressing the role of gallbladder motility. A total of 153 (104 women, 49 men) consecutive GS were enrolled. Gallbladder motility (%Emptying [%E], residual volume [RV]) was evaluated by ultrasonography and biliary symptoms were evaluated using a specific questionnaire in all GS at baseline and after 4 yr of follow-up. At enrolment, 61 GS reported recent (GSr) and 31 GS remote (GSo) (>2 yr before) episodes of biliary pain, and 61 were asymptomatic (GSa). At baseline, GSr showed a greater %E and a smaller RV than both GSo and GSa (p < 0.001). After follow-up, biliary pain developed more frequently in GSr (33.3%) than in GSo (16%) and GSa (15%) (p= 0.04). The search for predictive factors of biliary pain development (by univariate and multivariate analyses) revealed a high %E, a small RV, and a history of biliary pain as risk factors. Efficient gallbladder motility is present in symptomatic GS and it represents a risk factor for biliary pain development while sluggish motility seems to play a protective role. Thus, gallbladder motility evaluation is a useful diagnostic tool in clinical decision making for GS; in symptomatic GS, a progressive reduction of gallbladder motility could suggest a "wait and see" management policy instead of an immediate surgical approach.